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Summary: In this paper the method of the selection of dv/dt for EMI current ringing attenuation
has been presented. The mechanism for the attenuation is first identified using the theoretical
approach. It is shown that the attenuation occurs for rise time of the voltage equal to the inverse of
the frequency of current ringing. The concept has been experimentally verified in DC chopper and
frequency converter arrangements. The proposed method of ringing attenuation can be applied
in power converters with flexible gate control and can be also utilized in a wide area of electronic
circuits with a trapezoidal excitation for a signal integrity improvement.

1. Introduction
The PWM power converters do not produce continuous
output voltages waveforms but generate a train of steep
fronted dv/dt pulses. The fast rise times of voltages excite
EMI currents in parasitic capacitive couplings that can
create significant problems related to internal and external
compatibility of power converter systems. A number of active
gate drivers technologies for high power IGBT’s for control
of dv/dt that could be integrated in IPM structure have been
proposed [1–3, 6]. In these works a special emphasize was
given to the reduction of the amplitude of EMI currents.
In this paper we have proposed the method of the specific
selection of dv/dt that not only reduces the amplitude of
EMI current but additionally provides high attenuation of
EMI current ringing.
EMI currents spread over the systems in complex circuits
containing parasitic parameters. However, it is usually
possible to separate dominant oscillation mode. It allows
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adopting a simple RLC model and in normal practice this is
the basis for analyses and the selection of EMI mitigating
techniques.
Regarding pulse nature of voltages in power electronic
converters the step function is often used in simplified
analyses as an excitation in EMI current circuits [4]. However,
the trapezoidal function fits better with experimental voltage
waveforms. Figure 1 shows spectra of trapezoidal voltage
waveforms (for arbitrary chosen frequency equal to 16kHz
and duty cycle 0.6) for different rise times in high frequency
range.
In high frequency range the envelopes of spectra depend
on rise times of the voltages rather than cycles durations T.
(1) defines the amplitude of n-th harmonic in the
spectra:
An = 2 A

(td + t0 ) sin πn (td + t0 ) sin (πnt0 / T ) (1)
⋅
⋅
T
πnt0 / T
πn (td + t0 )

Fig.1. Spectra of trapezoidal voltage pulses of different rise times
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where:
T		 — cycle of trapezoidal pulses,
td		 — impulse width,
t0		 — rise time of impulse.
Although the frequency of the oscillation in circuit with
trapezoidal excitation depends on parameters of passive
elements, a resulting shape and a maximum value of the
current are strongly influenced by rise and fall time of the
voltage slopes. The control of dv/dt is one of the known
mitigation technique, however, benefits of this simple method
are counterbalanced by the increasing of switching losses
in hard-switched power converters. The ringing phenomena
can exacerbate the problems of EMI, overvoltages and signal
integrity in systems containing power electronic converters.
Additionally, the ringing transient can not fully decay before
the application of the next pulse that can cause overvoltages
higher then in a case of single pulse (double pulsing). The
main of the objectives of the paper is to propose the way in
which the rise time of the voltage could be chosen regarding
frequency of resonant circuit.

For convenience of analyses leading edge of a trapezoidal
signal can be split into linear excitations, as shown in
Figure 2.
Time varying voltage u(t) can be expressed as the sum of
the linear function f1(t) = (DU / t0) t and the same function
with opposite sign shifted by time t0, as follows:

u (t )= ∆U t ⋅ 1(t )− ∆U (t − t0 )⋅ 1(t − t0 )
t0
t0

(2)

Laplace transform of the (2) using shift theorem can be
expressed as:

F (s )= ∆U 12 − ∆U 12 e−st0 = ∆U 12 1− e−st0
(3)
t0 s
t0 s
t0 s

)

The current transform in second-order series RLC circuit
can be written as:
s
I (s )= U 12 1
1− e st0 =
t0 s L (s − α)2 + ω 2
0

(

)
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(4)

Using inverse Laplace transform the waveform of the current
in this circuit is given by:
 K 1(t )− Ae−αt sin (ω t + β )1(t )+
0
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where:
2
ω02 = ωn2 − α 2 = 1 − R 2
LC 4 L

R, L, C — resulting resistance, inductance and capacitance
		 of the circuit,
a = R / 2L — damping factor,
A= 1
ω0

2. Theoretical analysis

(

Fig. 2. Excitation used in theoretical analysis

(5)

1
α

2

+ ω02

K=

1
α 2 + ω02

β = arctg

ω0
α

Figure 3 shows current responses of the series RLC circuit
on excitation shown in Figure 2 with different rise time t0.
For the specific rise time of the voltage (t0=1/f where f
is resonant frequency of the circuit) it has been observed
ringing attenuation. The spectra of presented currents are
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows three-dimensional graphs of the mathematical relations between the amplitudes of currents (first
peak of current in Fig. 4a, and amplitude of first oscillation
after the time t0 in Fig.4b), the rise time of the voltage and
the pulsation of the resonant circuit. The local minima in
the graph define circumstances in which a ringing is highly
attenuated.
3. Experimental results
The theoretical results have been verified in the
experimental arrangement with a DC chopper shown in
Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows the waveforms of collector-emitter
voltages UCE with different rise times t0 corresponding to
values from Fig. 1 selected for theoretical analysis. The rise
and fall times have been controlled by means of gate resistors
RG1 and RG2.
The envelopes of the spectra of collector-emitter voltages
UCE for different rise times have been shown in Figure 8.
These envelopes have been obtained using EMI receiver with
intermediate frequency bandwidth (IF BW) equal to 120 kHz
and average detector. The shape of the spectra envelopes
of UCE show consistence with theoretical voltage spectra
showed in Figure 1, in spite of the fact that experimental
waveforms of collector-emitter voltage look smoother than
the theoretical ones (because of the IF BW filters).
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Fig.3. EMI currents for different rise times.

Fig. 4. Spectra of EMI currents for different rise times

Application capabilities of the proposed method have been
proven for the attenuation of the CM current ringing, in a DC
chopper arrangement of resonant frequency determined by
the parasitic parameters of the CM current that flow through
parasitic capacitive couplings as the result of high dv/dt
excitation of the circuit, Figure 6.
Figure 8, shows the spectra of CM currents for different
rise times of UCE voltage. The theoretical analyses have
shown that the attenuation of current ringing is connected

with a lack of harmonics in voltage spectrum related to
resonant frequency f0 of CM current path. This frequency is
approximately equal to 3.6 MHz, Figure 9. The attenuation
occurs for the rise time t0=1/f0=0.28 µs and it is visible as a
lack of the peak of the spectrum in this case.
Fig. 10 shows the influence of rise time of the UCE voltage
on the CM current waveforms. The attenuation is provided
indeed for the rise time of UCE equal to 0.28µs.
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Fig. 7. Collector-emitter voltages of different rise times

Fig. 5. 3D graphs of currents amplitudes, rise time of voltage and
pulsation

Fig. 8. Envelopes of the spectra of collector-emitter voltages

Fig. 6. Experimental arrangement

Figure 5 and (5) show that the similar effect of attenuation
could be achieved by changing of the resonant frequency of
the current circuit. As an exemplification there is presented
the experimental results obtained in a system consist of a
frequency converter and open-ended long cable. Additional
issue in such system is that it is necessary to consider circuits
of distributed parameters.
Figure 11 shows common mode currents in the PE wire
of the open ended cable of different length and Figure 12
shows spectra of these currents.
Generally, the level of common mode EMI in open-ended
cable is proportional to the length of the cable (6dB for
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Fig. 9. Spectra of the CM currents for different rise time of collector-emitter
voltages

doubled length of the cable) because of evenly distributed
parasitic parameters along the cable. However, each line of
specific length has resonant frequency, which results from
the length of the line and the velocity of the traveling wave
[5]. A current in a lossy line with very high dv/dt excitation
has approximately damped oscillatory waveform that is
represented as a peak in the spectrum. Using traveling wave
theory it can be shown [7] that the ringing attenuation occurs
when rise time is equal to the four times the time that is
required for the wave front to travel along the length of the
Power Quality and Utilization, Journal • Vol. XIV, No 2, 2008

Fig. 10. Collector-emitter voltages and EMI currents for different voltage rise times

Fig. 11. Common mode current in drive with different cable length

line. In the Fiure 11 such phenomenon occurs for the specific
cable length equal to 8m and in this case the spectrum has
no resonant peak.
4. Conclusion
In the technical literature, a number of active gate drives
technologies for flexibly controlling the output voltage dv/
dt of power devices during hard switching events have
been proposed. These techniques allow EMI reduction by
means of the control of rise and fall times of collectoremitter voltages. However, a compromise is needed between
lowering EMI and increasing switching losses that limits a
freedom of the selection appropriate dv/dt.
The main objective of this paper is to propose the method
of the selection of dv/dt in the range of this freedom that not
only reduces overshot amplitudes but additionally assures
high attenuation of EMI current ringing. The proposed
method of the selection of dv/dt (or resonant frequency of
the circuit) has a potential to become a way for achieving of

Fig.12. Spectra of CM current in drive with different cable length

desired shape of EMI spectrum of the systems containing
power converters in the specific frequency range.
The proposed method of ringing attenuation can be also
utilized in a wide area of electronic circuits with a trapezoidal
excitation for a signal integrity improvement.
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